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Article 6 

Regulations for yachts 

1. The use of jet skis and similar, water skiing and similar water sports, including electrically propelled 

surfboards and similar, are not permitted in the protected marine area. 

2. Navigation is not permitted in zone A. 

3. In zones B and C it is permitted: 

a) free sailing, rowing or pedaling; 

b) motor navigation as follows: 

i. in zone B, at a speed not exceeding 5 knots; 

ii. in zone C, at a speed not exceeding 5 knots within a distance of 300 m from the coast, and at 

a speed not exceeding 10 knots, beyond a distance of 300 m from the coast; 

4. navigation within a distance of 100 m from the coast , at a speed not exceeding 3 knots, for the sole 

purpose of visiting the Foradada (or Palombi), or crossing  the Isola Piana canal, or reaching the 

anchorage and/or mooring sites identified; 

5. In zone C, navigation is permette also to boats: 

6. not exceeding 500 T subject to prior  authorization by the Maritime Authority in agreement with the 

managing body of the Marine Protected Area "Capo Caccia - Isola Piana", with access from the 

corridor referred to in art. 4, paragraph 11 of the Institutive Decree, in order to reach the anchorage 

point identified and governed by Ordinance of the Maritime District Office of Alghero n. 53/2019 

and subsequent amendments, exclusively for safety purposes in the event of adverse weather 

conditions; 

7. for tourism purposes limited to yachts not exceeding 100 meters overall length, with prior 

authorization from the Maritime Authority in agreement with the managing body of the "Capo 

Caccia - Isola Piana" Marine Protected Area with access from the corridor referred to in 'art. 4, 

paragraph 11 of the Institutive Decree, in order to reach the anchorage point identified and governed 

by Ordinance of the Maritime District Office of Alghero n. 53/2019 and subsequent amendments. 

8. In zone C, it’s identified the launch and landing corridor, reserved for boats in order to reach the 

landing points of Porto Conte and Tramariglio. 
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Article 9 

Regulations for mooring 

1. Mooring is not permitted in zone A. 

2. In zones B and C yachts are allowed to moor in the following sites: 

a) Zone C: 

i. Punta del Dentul, southern side (buoys from N. 8 to N. 21); 

ii. Porto Conte (buoys  N. 22-23); 

b) Zone B: in the following sites. 
 

3.  

Inside “Punta del Dentul” buoy camps: 
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a) underwater activities with or without breathing apparatus are not permitted; 

b) anchoring, free navigation and unmoored nautical units, sport/recreational fishing and professional 

fishing are not permitted; 

c) bathing is not permitted; 

d) the improper use of acoustic or sound signals is not permitted; 

e) keeping the engine running while moored is not permitted; 

f) mooring more than one nautical unit to a single buoy is not permitted; 

g) yachts can be exclusively moored in the assigned buoy; 

h) if no buoy has been preassigned, yachts must be moored exclusively at the buoys marked with the 

respective length category; 

i) any activity which disturbs or hinders the proper functioning of the mooring area is not permitted. 

 

4. In order to moore in the protected marine area, yachts must request a permit against the payment of a 

fee, which depends on: 

a)  yacht’s LOA; 

b) duration of its stay. 
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Articolo 10 

Regulations for anchoring 

1. Anchoring is not permitted in zone A. 

2. In zones B and C anchoring is not permitted: 

a) in areas characterized by Posidonia seabeds, meadows, or coralline seabeds identified in the following 

map: 

 

 
a) inside “Punta del Dentul” buoy camp and its close proximity. See coordinates below: 

A) 40°36.476N 8° 11.434E 

B) 40°36.476N 8° 11.638E 

C) 40°36.015N 8° 11.638E 

D) 40°36.015N 8° 11.434E 
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2. In zones B and C, boats are allowed to anchor on sandy bottoms and on rocky bottoms exclusively 

on the coast, in the sites listed below: 

a) Capo Caccia Area: 

i. Cala Barca (40°36.211’N 8°8.794’E) (40°36.800’N 8°8.615’E); 

ii. Cala Puntetta (40°35.989’N 8°8.718’E) (40°36.152’N 8°8.670’E); 

iii. Between Cala Inferno and Capo Caccia (40°34.128’N 8°9.814’E) (40°34.706N 

8°9.233E’); 

iv. Isola Foradada, eastern side  (40°34.157’N 8°9.129’E) (40°34.265’N 8°9.199E’); 

 

b) Punta Giglio Area (zone A excluded): 

i.  from Capo Bocato to Port Agra (40°34.187’N 8°14.422’E) (40°34.270’N 8°11.889’E); 

 

c) Porto Conte Bay Area: 

i. All the coves included between Pizzi c o v e  a n d  Ricami and Verde c a v e  

(40°33.753’N 8°9.905’E) (40°33.971’N 8°9.957’E); 

 

ii. Cala de Fora (40°34.179’N 8°9.895’E) (40°34.298’N 8°9.940’E); 
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iii. Cala Dragunara/Cala Calcina (40°34.401’N 8°9.917’E) (40°34.849’N 8°10.178’E); 

iv. Cala La Bramassa (40°34.271’N 8°11.895’E) (40°35.586’N 8°12.241’E); 
 

3) In Porto Conte area (Baia di Conte and Corte Rosada) anchoring is allowed on a sandy bottom or in any 

bottom free of Posidonia, only within the following coordinates : 

 
 

Punto A Lat. 40.614361° Long. 8.190528° Punto G Lat. 40.605308° Long. 8.213575° 

Punto B Lat. 40.616082° Long. 8.194647° Punto H Lat. 40.601532° Long. 8.216850° 

Punto C Lat. 40.614729° Long. 8.195495° Punto I Lat. 40.596045° Long 8.214122° 

Punto D Lat. 40.613919° Long. 8.193551° Punto L Lat. 40.595825° Long. 8.207332° 

Punto E Lat. 40.612364° Long. 8.194394°  

Punto F Lat. 40.611617° Long. 8.192114°  

 

4) With prior authorization from the Maritime Authority, in agreement with the managing body of the 

“Capo Caccia – Isola Piana” Marine Protected Area, naval units not exceeding 500 T., for safety and 

shelter purposes, and to yachts not exceeding 100 meters l.f.t. for tourist purposes, in the anchorage points 

Delta 1, 2,3. 



 

 

 


